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About This Game

In Heavenly Battle you will be able to :
- Fly on a plane

- Destroy lots of different enemies
- Develop your plane

- Be cruising for a bruising
- Kill your time

- Kill lots of bosses!
- An interesting ending?

- Secret mode after full walkthrough for "hardcore-players"?
-AND ALL THIS AMAZING BRILLIANCE in retro-style directly in televisor in your display!
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It looks like a shmup, but honestly this game has more in common with Doom than anything else. This isn't a bad thing, though.
The gameplay's simple, but fun.

One thing unique to the game is that in order to keep a weapon acquired in a level, you have to beat that level without dying
after you get the weapon. This adds a nice challenge while still keeping the game easy enough to beat if you're not looking to get
everything.

Anyway, get it.. I have always loved the fallout games..but in vr it's just so much better
. I love this game. The physical one. The issue I have with this version of the game is that it's not at all like playing someone at
the same table. You can't see the opponents moves. You can't even be in the game when your turn is done. You get booted back
to the main screen at the end of your turn. If you want to play asynch it's fine I guess, but if you want to play someone live as if
you're at a virtural table this version of the game is terrible for that. Terrible. Waste of my money.. It's a wonderful game so far,
unfortunately I got to the end of what it has right now. I see wonderful things for the future, and if I were to recommend
anything, could there be more choices to be made, some more obvious than others. I was kinda baffled how I haven't found any
of the "choices", but as it turns out I was just playing in a certain way.

Also, Baron is so adorable, I wish I could just hug him!

As a rating as of now, it'd be 9.9\/10. Almost perfect!!. I saw one of the streamers I frequent, GrandPooBear, playing this game
and about 30 seconds into the first level I had to pause the video because I didn't want to spoil what appeared to be an azmzing
game.

Splasher is like a cross between a less punishing version of Super Meat Boy combined with the gel physics of Portal 2.
The controls could be a bit tighter, but so far this is a pretty enjoyable game that I would recommend people check out.. I tried
the game, died right off the bat. Reloaded and chose another option at the place where I died. Died right away again. I played 26
minutes total, it was not fun.. I freakin loved it. I absolutely love the main character and his grumpy ways. I particularly love
how he kills bugs. I thought it was really funny, although I am not sure it was meant to be. It was way too short though. I
recommend this game if you have a bit of a dark sense of humor and can laugh at the ridiculous ways of strict old school
catholics.. I quite enjoyed this, but I cannot recommend it as the difficulty spikes and the game just feels unfinished overall. My
expectations going in: persistence platformer, retro, loads of deaths, I'll grind through it in a few hours and be done.

My impressions playing: 'Wow, this is actually well-designed. Doesn't feel cheap, but is challenging. Wait, there are arcade
modes? More story levels? You can play as Commander Video?!'

1001 Spikes has a boatload of content, far more than I'd anticipated. On top of the regular 30 story missions, you have another
20+ after you beat the main game...and the characters that you unlock aren't just reskins. They all play differently, and even
have their own cutscenes for the story missions. There are, potentially, hundreds of levels to play if you enjoy going through
with slightly varied mechanics. It's a good thing this game doesn't have leaderboards, otherwise I'd be enslaved for months.

It's a persistence platformer, with all the swells and pitfalls that entails. You will die - a lot - and there's very little that you can
do about it when you first run a level, unless you're preternaturally gifted and\/or untrustworthy of any flat surface. Yet, it never
feels outright unfair; every time you die, it's invariably due to your own errors rather than the game cheesing you, and you learn
from every death. It's a fine line to tread, making a game like this. Too difficult, and people get turned off by cheap deaths; too
easy, and the target demographic isn't getting the sense of trial and accomplishment that they're looking for. 1001 Spikes
manages that particular high-wire act quite well, with the obligatory transition from simpler beginning stages to monstrous latter
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levels not being too stark. There's no I Wanna Be The Guy-esque horrors lurking within.

The game has quite a quirky undertone to it conveyed via cutscenes, and the different costumes and characters certainly add to
the fun. Although it's relatively barebones in terms of assets, the levels are designed very well and you can tell that plenty of love
went into the game. Hats off to Nicalis for another game that's fun both in tone and gameplay. For example, the artifacts in the
game give you tons of lives (which you'll need), but if you replay their levels and try to collect them again for farming purposes?
Nope - it disintegrates, and it'll be a 1-down for you. It's those little details that help foster goodwill towards a game and dev
team.

The characters and costumes, as mentioned before, all play quite differently. Commander Video is floaty, some have a double
jump, some can cling to ledges - even Aban's costume changes make him toss Hadokens around, or be able to tank a hit without
dying. Controls are simple, but tight enough and I experienced very few BS deaths due to hit detection or glitches, which is a
major plus in the genre. The OST is good too, albeit somewhat repetitive after you perish for the umpteenth time due to
uprooting spikes of doom.

1001 Spikes - not perfect, but a fine example of a game that packs a lot into a framework, doesn't overreach, and makes sure
everything is designed and plays smoothly. If you have a hint of masochism about you and don't mind dying repeatedly while
you inch incrementally forwards, this is a game you'll want to look at.
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WAAAAAAAAAAAAAAH! I got this for free and I had to wait for it! WAH WAH WAAAH!. It's kinda peculiar and
somewhat appealing.. It could turn out a beautiful game, but needs a lot of work and refinement.
There's room for lot of improvements and I'm sure it will get better.. I can't recommend the game at this time (Unless you're a
die hard waifu lover.)

I understand that this game has only been out for less than a day, but there's just too many things the devs left behind.

User is unable to configure options, you're stuck in window mode (In my case, I either have to play a feet away from the screen,
or squint my eyes until I resemble Brock), and the cursor in-game takes awhile to get used to.

The worst part of the game for me is that player is unable to skip the tutorial in the beginning. For a game very similar to
Recettear, if not a remake, I'd have thought the devs would let the players be able to skip something they already know in the
least. Pretty much spent the first half hour just reading what I already knew.

To close out, the game is just missing the very basic features that would otherwise make me keep the game.
Until then, I would keep that $15 for now, if I were you.. plz port to switch. Once you step beyond the admittedly amusing
concept in which the colourful cast of a kids' TV show haunt inner city alleyways, ravenous and emaciated by drug addiction or
virulent STDs, there's a lethal amount wrong with this game.
The most glaring fault here is the controls which are inoperably clunky. There is a very noticeable delay between pressing a
button and the response which, in a game that asks you to be making split-second reactions, is beyond frustrating. The flashlight
is intentionally bad, coming on and off at complete random when you try to use it, which is another deeply awful idea that
forces you to hobble along on, hammering the space bar relentlessly to stun enemies.
Jump scares are the only terrors to be found here and they wear old quickly after the first two. You are essentially walking down
a corridor while the game randomly blasts you with obnoxiously loud game over screens. Not for me, thanks.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lkY1QIMwOjQ. This is a fantastic DMU for the era I prefer. Lots of fun to drive.. This is
one of those games whose trailers look a lot more appealing than the game itself actually is. What is present has some care put
into it, and has a good concept overall, however the execution is pretty bare bones. When similar titles i.e. any Prince of Persia
cost a similar amount and are made with more polish (such as character models, or music -the same music track repeats often in
this game-) it's hard to recommend this. If you look at the trailers for the game closely, there is very limited actual gameplay
shown, I think this is because the lack of polish would begin to show relatively quickly. While you're running along and flowing
with the levels is fine enough, but the concept of "shifting dimensions" similar to the game Outland or Ikaruga begins to wear
thin early. Simple cutscene animations attempt to weave an intricate storyline, however their bland presentation fails to invest
the player toward much.

The game feels like it's still in early access in many ways, from the bland UI to the poor translation, it feels almost as if it were
developed on a limited budget for ios. Some may find it enjoyable but I found myself with immediate buyer's remorse after
actually playing it for a bit opposed to the expectations the trailers had crafted.
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